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Introduction: This work highlights the importance and 

immediacy of space resource identification, acquisition, and 

usage in developing and expanding off Earth human 

settlements and continued exploration by addressing threats 

and paths to success for these future endeavors. 

Almost our entire space and planetary science, and 

exploration industry, especially with regards to humans, is 

bound to the highest tiers of the theories of human 

motivation and achievement as derived in Maslow’s theory 

of the hierarchy of human needs [1]. In this sense, human 

space expansion and exploration teeters on the pinnacle of 

this pyramid. Both historically and with foresight we can see 

that the probability of failure exists, and the combination of 

future threats only hastens such negative outcomes if not 

accounted for posthaste. 

Currently no realistic destinations for humans exist off 

Earth other than two Earth orbiting space stations. For 

humans to even begin to move permanently off Earth a 

sufficiently sizable destination needs to be created. For 

sustainability, said destination needs to be as self-sufficient 

as possible as quickly as possible. But as history shows it 

remains costly and dangerous, and passenger capacities 

remain extremely small. These are just a few of the reasons 

why no off Earth commercial endeavors regarding humans 

have come into existence over the past 50 years, and no other 

human migration example in history provides an acceptable 

analogue for success within the associated technological 

constraints of the day. 

Herein it is espoused that if the human space 

community does not establish a resources first paradigm 

(i.e., not science driven space exploration), especially in the 

early stages of Artemis, one that leads to rapidly growing 

resource production, infrastructure, and populations, then 

over the next 50 years, for the reasons that follow and more, 

an ever-increasing likelihood exists that these efforts will fail 

and that humans will remain a single world species for either 

a very long time or until our extinction. 

Threats to Success: One must begin to look at threats to 

human success by examining the nearly unalterable human 

traits of greed, ego, and hubris. These form the basis of 

motivation and behavior. All human space activities going 

forward are increasingly threatened by growing 

competition for fiscal resources, attention, and effort. At a 

minimum this includes: 1) Human behavior in the modern 

technological world is in the middle of what can only be 

explained as the greatest social experiment in human 

history. This is due to a confluence of our unprecedented 

use and immediate adaption to new communication 

technologies, a double-edged sword, which is inducing 

many problems including social fracture, isolation, and 

negative social norms [2]. We are engendering future 

generations ruled by entitled and instantly reinforced 

attitudes whether factual or not, ever decreasing 

interpersonal empathy, increasing instant-gratification, 

lowering attention spans, poor health, and worsening 

educational forecasts and outcomes; 2) The military in the 

US alone, for better and worse, currently receives over 

$800 billion a year (actual conflict, deterrents and 

readiness, geopolitics, etc.); 3) Human caused climate-

change is an ever-increasing costly drain on societal 

resources [3]. It is estimated to rise to between 4 and 7% of 

the annual US budget within 75 years; 4) Social benefits 

are often marketed via inspiration [4], eventual 

technological discovery, development, and societal 

infusion. This may take decades which is a timeline that 

may not be generally understood by the public; 5) Age-old 

threats now only exacerbated due to the population sizes 

and their locations, and the interdependences created in the 

modern world. Covid alone highlighted a plethora of 

deficits in humanities preparation and response regarding 

such events with a conservatively estimated cost to just the 

US of over $16 trillion [5]; 6) All incidents regarding 

mission operations (e.g., launch failures) or worse will, as 

history shows, induce delays that can, depending on timing, 

greatly impact programs and any developing infrastructure; 

7) Competition with other noble projects such as the cure 

for cancer (ironically such projects are often sold with the 

moniker of being “Moonshot” efforts); and 8) A 

continuously changing political spectrum every four years. 

If these variables are not properly understood and 

accounted for in our plans to venture off Earth, then the 

likelihood of cancelation due to competition only increases. 

Paths to Success: A newly focused and succinct path 

forward must be adopted forthwith, and one different from 

before. Beginning with a dedicated, unalterably supported, 

highly focused space resources prospecting, and 

accessibility characterization campaign [6]. Once the best 

resource locations have been identified in detail then the 

immediate installation of infrastructure and human 

settlement is needed to create the supply and demand 

economic cycle. 

The most ubiquitous resource that is essentially proven 

(i.e., one with 90% or greater likelihood of being present and 

economically viable for extraction in current conditions) is 

the lunar regolith. Increasing research into the reduction and 

beneficiation of this material shows theoretical potential to 

rapidly kick start ISRU usage anywhere on the lunar surface 

given sufficient power [7,8]. Water and other resources 

usefulness in choosing any given settlement site, on the other 

hand, remain to be sufficiently vetted as a fully viable and 

proven resource to avoid the drilling the proverbial “dry 

hole” and threatening long-term sustainability. These remain 

paramount considerations given the cost and complexity 

regarding human off Earth expansion, survival, and growth. 

Summary: We are at a crossroads that threatens future 

human space settlement and exploration, and only by 

adopting a judicious resources prospecting, development, 

and usage plan might we create something truly sustainable. 

Ideally, diversifying humans off Earth might provide 

renewed societal inspiration and ultimately extend our 

species chances for surviving our own creations. 
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